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Hi Eileen,I am writing on behalf of Steven Lamb, a fellow researcher from my home town of Nottingham, 

England. Although he is not currently on the internet, and thus unable to receive emails, he would like to be 

on your mailing list and receive such information as the ARRB regularly puts out.His address is:Mr Steven 

LambCatherine's Bakery69 Main Street Burton JoyceNottingham EnglandNG14 5EDAlso Steven mentioned an 

item that may be of interest to the board: Several years (1987?) ago the British TV station, Channel 4, ran a 

programme entitled "THE TRIAL OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD". Many original witnesses were invited to take part. 

One such witness was Nelson Delgado, LHO's Marine buddy. In the programme, Delgado revealed that he was 

still in fear of a reprisals for statements that he had earlier made to the Warren Commission. He stated that he 

had been shot on two occassions. Under questioning, from Mr. Bugliosi (prosecutor), Delgado claimed that he 

believed that the FBI was behind the attacks on him. Bugliosi responded with the question "don't you think if 

the FBI wanted to kill you - you would be dead by now?" Delgado replied saying that he had left a sealed letter 

with the TV company as insurance agianst any reprisals.If this letter and its contents are not known to the 

board, it may be a good idea to request a copy from Channel 4 TV in Britain. Delgado is now dead, and 

presumably any contracts between him and the TV station no longer exist.Steven has conducted further 

research in this area and although he is now aware of this document from other sources, he has been unable 

to obtain a copy from any source. Channel Four simply did not reply to his enquiry. The existence of this 

document has been confirmed by Delgado's widow.All the bestChris Mills
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